
Crypto Encounters Black Friday - Bluestone
Mining Leads Investors to Turn the Tide

Profits up to $1000 per day

The higher the VIP level, the higher the benefits.

USA, April 17, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/

-- As Black Friday approaches, the

world of crypto is experiencing a major

shift. Bluestone Mining, a leading

company in the crypto mining industry,

has announced a groundbreaking new

investment opportunity that has

caught the attention of investors

worldwide. This move is expected to

have a significant impact on the market

and could potentially change the

landscape of the crypto industry.

Bluestone Mining recently launched a

new investment program that allows

individuals to invest in its cloud mining

operations. This program offers

investors the opportunity to own a

share of the mining equipment and

receive a portion of the profits

generated. This unique approach has

attracted a lot of attention from both

seasoned and new investors, who are

looking to capitalize on the growing

popularity of crypto.

The timing of this announcement is no

coincidence, as Black Friday is known

for its major sales and deals. Bluestone Mining's investment program offers a unique

opportunity for investors to take advantage of the holiday season and potentially see a

significant return on their investment. This move has been met with enthusiasm from the crypto

community, as it provides a new way for individuals to get involved in the industry and

potentially reap the benefits.

http://www.einpresswire.com


What is new energy cloud computing power mining?

The traditional steps of Bitcoin mining are "purchase mining machine - deploy mining machine -

set up mining - obtain income", but the deployment of mining machine is affected by factors

such as electricity price, site, temperature, noise, operation and maintenance. These thresholds

require certain conditions. and knowledge to eliminate, thus giving birth to a sub-module in new

energy mining - BluestoneMining new energy cloud computing power. New energy is recycled

through renewable energy sources such as green electricity, solar energy, and wind energy. Solar

energy cycle generates green electricity, conveying the concept of sustainable development of a

green earth. Wind energy "circulation" is a key way to increase the application of green power

and reduce ore energy consumption. Not only does it greatly save electricity prices, but excess

electricity can also be sold to the grid, greatly increasing profits and allowing more investors to

obtain passive income.

BluestoneMining new energy cloud computing power is a simple remote mining mode. Users

purchase cloud computing power contracts through the platform, rent computing power for

mining, and obtain fixed income. The advantage of cloud mining is that users do not need to

have an in-depth understanding of mining principles and various software and hardware, nor do

they need to purchase expensive mining machines, nor do they need 24-hour maintenance. As

long as you place an order, you can participate in mining, which is similar to purchasing income

rights products.

Some people describe BluestoneMining cloud computing power as P2P computing power. The

platform connects mining machine income rights (assets) and individual investors (funds).

Therefore, when choosing a cloud computing platform, people should pay attention to:

Whether the platform has real mining support; whether the power of the mining machine is low;

whether the mining machine is efficient and stable enough.

Bluestone Mining has 75 new energy mines and 100,000+ cloud mining equipment. Power

generation equipment provides power supply services for mining equipment through renewable

energy sources such as solar energy and wind energy. Ensure the stability of power supply.

Opportunities brought by cloud computing power mining

For investors, BluestoneMining new energy cloud computing power has the following

advantages:

1. BluestoneMining users and shareholders do not need to purchase mining machines, the initial

investment is small and the threshold is low.

2. BluestoneMining users and shareholders do not need to bear additional risks such as mining

machine failure, performance loss, and subsequent maintenance costs, and their investment is

highly stable.



3. BluestoneMining users and shareholders do not need to deal with machines, sites, etc. after

the contract ends, and exit is more flexible.

4. BluestoneMining users and shareholders do not charge any fees: “There is no need to bear

the equivalent of computing power (mining machine) rent, hosting fees, electricity fees and

mining machine computing power fees.

5.BluestoneMining product advantages:

 BTC experience computing power: the contract price is US$100 and the contract period is 2

days. It is designed for inexperienced users and offers fixed returns of $100 stake + $7.00

profit.

 BTC classic computing power: contract price is US$500, contract period is 6 years, customized

for BTC enthusiasts, guaranteed fixed income of US$500 principal + US$36.6 profit.

BTC classic computing power: contract price is $1,000, valid for 14 days. Taking advantage of

the success of BTC's classic computing power, the fixed income is US$100 principal + US$183.4

profit.

BTC classic computing power: contract price of US$3,000, contract period of 21 days, aiming to

extend the mining cycle, fixed income of US$3,000 + profit of US$894.6.

 BTC advanced computing power: The contract price is US$5,000 and the contract period is 28

days, allowing you to maximize profits with a fixed income of US$5,000 + profit of US$2,142.

Each package is carefully curated to meet the needs of different investors, further ensuring the

platform is inclusive. Users can easily monitor their mining activities and withdraw earnings,

ensuring a seamless mining journey from start to finish.

New users receive a $10 bonus immediately upon registration, further encouraging participation.

Bluestonemining protects user funds and personal data with robust security measures, including

DDoS and SSL protection systems, while offering comprehensive 24/7 online support.

As Black Friday approaches, the crypto industry is experiencing a major shift with Bluestone

Mining's new investment program. This move has sparked interest and excitement among

investors, and it will be interesting to see the impact it has on the market. With Bluestone Mining

leading the way, the future of crypto is looking brighter than ever.

If you want to know more about the Bluestone Mining machine, please visit its official website:

https://bluestonemining.com
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